Introduction

Proximal humerus fractures account for about 5% of fractures in adults and are the third most common fracture type (1). Elderly patients are more likely to sustain these injuries with 1/3 of these fractures sustained in patients over 60 years of age or older (2). Optimal treatment of these fractures remain a constant source of debate and is dependent on patient age, activity level, fracture pattern, bone quality, and surgeon preference.

Patients with comminuted, displaced fractures and poor bone quality not amenable to open reduction and internal fixation were traditionally treated surgically with shoulder hemiarthroplasty. Studies showed that results of such cases were dependent on accurate restoration of anatomy, including prosthetic height, version and tuberosity reduction and healing (3). It is for these reasons that the results of hemiarthroplasty for fracture seemed to be either excellent or poor, dependent mainly on tuberosity healing (4,5).

Reverse shoulder arthroplasty provides a treatment option that is less dependent on tuberosity healing to achieve a satisfactory result (6). The design of reverse shoulder arthroplasty and evolution in surgical techniques have yielded results demonstrating it to be a safe option with consistent results in the treatment of these difficult injuries. Studies have shown rotational strength to be improved in cases where the tuberosities heal, and repair techniques as well as implant designs have evolved to optimize tuberosity healing. Complications of reverse shoulder arthroplasty for fracture are similar to those of other indications, including scapular notching, and neurologic injury. Further studies are still needed to assess the long-term validity of the results seen at the short and mid-term.
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**Indications**

Reverse shoulder arthroplasty is indicated in elderly patients with 3 and 4 part proximal humerus fractures not amenable to plate fixation (Figure 1). Factors such as fracture comminution, rotator cuff tear, preexisting arthritis, fracture of the humeral head, and risks of osteonecrosis and tuberosity nonunion are all weighed in determining surgical technique and implant. Contraindications to reverse shoulder arthroplasty in the acute fracture include permanent axillary nerve injury, brachial plexus injury or deltoid dysfunction. The acromial process and scapular spine should be examined closely as an unrecognized fracture can further displace due to the tension placed on the deltoid after reverse shoulder arthroplasty. Caution should be exercised in cases of open fractures due to risk for infection and in high risk patients with medical comorbidities or inability to comply with postoperative rehabilitation instructions.

**Surgical technique**

Patients can be positioned in the beach chair or supine position. A regional anesthetic is administered preoperatively, and the operative extremity is confirmed to have full adduction and extension prior to draping. We prefer the deltopectoral approach as it minimizes risk of injury to the axillary nerve although an anterosuperior approach for these fractures has been utilized by some as it allows for a more direct approach to the glenoid in these cases.

The humeroscapular motion interface is released and the fracture is identified. The axillary nerve is palpated deep to the conjoint tendon and protected throughout the procedure. The long head of the biceps tendon is identified and dissected through the intertubercular groove to aid in identification of the tuberosities. We tenodese the biceps to the pectoralis tendon to prevent subsequent cosmetic deformity. The fracture can then be assessed to determine whether the fracture can be repaired. Bone quality, fracture comminution, rotator cuff tearing, condition/attachments to the humeral head, and calcar bone loss are all determining factors in whether to proceed with a reverse replacement.

When reverse shoulder arthroplasty is selected, heavy, nonabsorbable sutures are then passed through the tendon-bone junction of the tuberosities. We typically pass four sutures through the greater tuberosity and two sutures through the lesser tuberosity (Figure 2). This allows for control of the tuberosities and aid in future repair. The humeral head is then removed from the surgical field and can be used to harvest autograft.

With control of the tuberosities, attention is turned to glenoid preparation. Preoperatively, computed tomography of the shoulder can be utilized for 3-dimensional planning, especially in cases of glenoid bone erosion. As in reverse shoulder arthroplasty for cuff tear arthropathy, we prefer to address any glenoid bone loss with metal augments on the glenoid baseplate (Figure 3). The labrum is resected while...
protecting the axillary nerve inferiorly. The baseplate guide is applied to the inferior glenoid rim with neutral or slight inferior tilt, and the guidewire is drilled into the glenoid. Reaming is performed to a concentric surface, leaving the subchondral bone intact when possible. The baseplate is then applied, with goal of achieving stable fixation.

Glenosphere size is dependent on patient size, anatomy, concern for instability, preventing notching and range of motion without impingement.

Once the glenosphere has been secured, the humeral diaphysis is prepared. Two drill holes are made in the proximal diaphysis for later suture passage. Traditionally, the humeral prosthesis is secured into the humeral canal with cement. A cement restrictor is placed distally to improve cementing technique, and bone autograft can be placed proximally in the humeral canal to prevent cement extravasation into the tuberosity-stem junction (13). When possible, we prefer not to apply cement into the humeral canal to diminish risks associated with cement including future loosening, extravasation and thermal necrosis. An uncemented humeral stem is only utilized if it is stable to rotational and axial forces. Fracture-specific humeral stems have been developed, featuring suture holes within the prosthesis and bony ingrowth surfaces proximally to aid tuberosity healing (Figure 4). The humeral prosthesis trial is applied, and the tuberosities and medial calcar are commonly used to gauge the proper height of the prosthesis. When there is significant bone loss/comminution, the landmark of the pectoralis tendon inserting 5.6 cm from the top of the humeral head (14) can be utilized, or traction

Figure 3 Anteroposterior radiograph of reverse shoulder arthroplasty for left proximal humerus fracture. An augmented baseplate has been utilized to restore the patient’s preoperative superior glenoid erosion. The comminuted greater tuberosity has been reduced.

Figure 4 Intraoperative photograph of suture passage and a fracture specific stem with suture holes through the humeral prosthesis.

Figure 5 Schematic demonstrating repair of the greater tuberosity to the stem. Two sutures remain untied, and will later be tied together creating the medial cerclage and securing both tuberosities. A suture has also been passed through the diaphysis for later passage through the tuberosities.
can be applied on the arm after reducing the stem to judge proper tensioning. Our preference is to place the stem in 20 degrees of retroversion relative to the forearm.

Once the humeral prosthesis is selected, it is secured to the humerus, recreating the height and version of the trial. The arthroplasty is then reduced. Tuberosity healing has been shown to improve rotational motion (15) and is accomplished by securing fractured fragments together and to the stem. The greater tuberosity is anatomically positioned, and two of the sutures through the bone tendon junction are passed through the stem, securing the greater tuberosity to the stem (Figure 5). The remaining two sutures passed through the greater tuberosity are passed through the lesser tuberosity creating a medial cerclage of the tuberosities (16). Bone graft can be inserted between the tuberosities and between the stem and tuberosities to augment healing. Finally, two sutures are passed through two drill holes of the proximal humeral shaft and then passed through the tuberosities to further secure tuberosity repair and impart vertical stability to the construct (Figures 6 and 7). Range of motion of the prosthesis is assessed and fluoroscopic images are taken. We prefer to utilize a deep drain to reduce risk of hematoma formation and the wound is closed in layered fashion and the arm is placed into an abduction sling.

**Results**

The clinical results of reverse shoulder arthroplasty for fracture are generally good. Multiple studies have compared results of shoulder hemiarthroplasty and reverse shoulder arthroplasty for fractures. In a comparative study examining results 17 patients undergoing hemiarthroplasty for fracture and 16 undergoing reverse shoulder arthroplasty, Gallinet et al. found increased forward flexion, abduction and better Constant scores in patients who had undergone reverse arthroplasty (17). Patients also demonstrated faster return to activity with active motion starting 35 days sooner than the hemiarthroplasty group. It should be noted that in this study, the hemiarthroplasty group demonstrated better external rotation when compared to the reverse shoulder arthroplasty group, likely because the tuberosities were not repaired during reverse shoulder arthroplasty. Fixation of the tuberosities is now recommended in these cases and has been shown to result in increased external rotation and shoulder functional scores (18).

A prospective study of 53 patients who underwent hemiarthroplasty and reverse shoulder arthroplasty for three and four part fractures demonstrated improved forward elevation and better ASES, SST and patient satisfaction scores in the reverse shoulder cohort with minimum 2 year
follow up. Three patients who initially were treated with hemiarthroplasty were revised to reverse shoulder arthroplasty due to tuberosity resorption and subsequent shoulder instability (19). Similar findings demonstrating improved outcome measures and diminished complication rate of reverse shoulder arthroplasty compared to shoulder hemiarthroplasty for fractures have been published in other studies (20-22).

While the short term results of reverse shoulder arthroplasty for fracture are encouraging, there are still few long term studies in the literature. Cazeneuve et al. reported on average 6.5 year follow up and found an increase in complication rate and slightly lower strength and Constant scores when compared to short term follow up (21). Reverse shoulder arthroplasty for cuff tear arthropathy similarly demonstrated a decrease in function and Constant scores after 6 year follow up (23). Further studies are needed to examine how factors such as deltoid fatigue, scapular notching and shoulder instability affect long term results of reverse shoulder arthroplasty for fractures as they seem to for cuff tear arthropathy.

**Complications**

Scapular notching and glenoid loosening have been reported as the most common complication and occurs after reverse shoulder arthroplasty as a result of impaction of the humeral component against the native scapula and as a reaction to polyethylene wear debris. One study reported 73% of patients demonstrated radiologic evidence of glenoid loosening with the use of a Grammont style prosthesis for proximal humerus fractures with 6 year follow up (15). The predictors of scapular notching include superior glenosphere placement, glenosphere offset, patient BMI and altered anatomy in the setting of malunion (23). Lateralized baseplates have demonstrated lower rates of notching (24) although an increased shear force is seen at the baseplate. To date, there have not been any clinical studies comparing the results of lateralized and medialized reverse shoulder arthroplasty for proximal humerus fractures.

While tuberosity healing is not as vital to the success of reverse shoulder arthroplasty as it is for hemiarthroplasty, healing of the tuberosities is associated with improved rotation. Healing rates of the tuberosities has been reported to be 47–100% (25) and nonunion of the tuberosities is associated with diminished range of motion in forward elevation, abduction and external rotation with the arm at the side (26). Tuberosity fixation may also prevent dislocation of the prosthesis as well (27). Reverse specific fracture stems now feature bony ingrowth surfaces and holes for suture passage to aid in tuberosity healing. To our knowledge no clinical studies exist examining whether this technology results in a radiographic or clinical difference in comparison to previous generations.

Neurologic complications have been reported after reverse arthroplasty for fracture at similar rates to other indications. In their series of 43 patients, Bufquin et al. noted that 5 patients demonstrated nerve complications and 3 patients developed reflex sympathetic dystrophy (28). As a result, some have recommended against lengthening the arm more than 2.5 cm in order to prevent nerve injury as well as other complications such as acromial stress fracture and deltoid fatigue (29).

**Conclusion**

Reverse shoulder arthroplasty is now commonly used in the treatment of complex proximal humerus fractures. When compared to hemiarthroplasty, clinical outcomes are more consistent because success of reverse shoulder arthroplasty is less dependent on tuberosity healing. Advancements in surgical technique and implant design have overall led to good short term results, but there remains a need for further long term studies.
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